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About:

Jeremy Edmiston, founding principal at SYSTEMarchitects, has been practicing, teaching and researching architecture in New York City for 17 years. Born in Australia, he moved to the U.S. when he won the Fulbright, Harkness and Byera Hadley scholarships all in the same year. He holds a BArch from the University of Technology, Sydney and his MArch from Columbia University. He has taught architecture at a number of universities and he is currently teaching CCNY students in the comprehensive design/thesis program where he is an associate professor. Previously Jeremy has worked in the offices of Harry Seidler, Bernard Tschumi and Emilio Ambasz.

His focus is wide -- on digital technology for constructing prefab structures, on urban landscape including urban farming, on reducing the environmental impact of high-rise buildings, and on introducing contemporary design into historic communities. He has won the Architectural League of New York's Young Architect Award with Douglas Gauthier, a Lindbergh Fellowship, and a Department of Energy's Center of Excellence Fellowship for his study into improving the environmental efficiency of high rise buildings.

Books:


BURST was a kit home which established a whole new paradigm for environmental residential building. It was featured in MoMA’s architectural show in 2008.

“Warm Up; two projects from SYSTEMarchitects.” By SYSTEMarchitects. In *306090 Architecture Journal*. No. 05 *Teaching + building beyond the imagined*. September 2003. Ref NA1 T46g 5

Books listed above are available in the CCNY Architecture Library except where noted.

**Articles:**


Jeremy Edmiston has written (and been written about) widely in a number of other journals. See this link on SYSTEMarchitect’s web site where you can read the PDF versions of many of these earlier pieces prior to 2003:

[www.systemarchitects.net/press/pr_archive02.html](http://www.systemarchitects.net/press/pr_archive02.html)

**Web Sites:**

SYSTEMarchitects. [www.systemarchitects.net/](http://www.systemarchitects.net/)

Judy Connorton, Architecture Librarian
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